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 Throughout this publication, Erika s unique language skills and her new perspective on the globe combine to produce a
delightful and enlightening examine. The author began compiling the countless tales, poems and essays she penned after
and during high school when she studied abroad and, ultimately, Born on the Wrong Planet had become.This story of the
childhood and young adulthood of Erika Hammerschmidt, a woman diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome, takes the reader
into a confusing and frequently tumultuous world, including the years of dating and ultimate relationship to John, a
young man who's also on the spectrum.
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 By providing us this insight, Erika provides opened doorways of understanding for all of us as we interact together on
this planet. A Wonderful Book Erika Hammerschmidt is a gifted writer. Growing up, she got to fight Asperger Syndrome
and some other unwanted afflictions.!" The title says everything: Born on the incorrect Planet.Many thanks Erika! While I
understand the book's importance, I really like it because it's such fun to learn. Really. Born on the Wrong Planet is a
delight. Not many "important" books are delights.! On the last web page, you'll wish you understood at least several
aliens like her. One for the Girls! Now, she's written a book about what it was like to be "different. I have also seen her
and her spouse John speak personally and wow are they good. Erika Hammerschmidt provides a wonderful autobiography
which enables us to journey onto her "world of Asperger Syndrome" to better understand what it feels as though to live
on the autism spectrum. This original and wonderful insight on the subject of Asperger Syndrome is definitely priceless. I
would highly recommend this book for parents and educators of individuals (of all ages) on the autism spectrum
especially people that have Asperger Syndrome. I also believe the book offers a wonderful journey for others on the
spectrum to read to see that they are not alone on this journey.Five Stars Very interesting! That is an important reserve
that needs to be read by whoever has a member of family, friend, or acquaintance with Asperger's.! It's a consider the
world from the within of a person with Asperger's Syndrome, Tourette's, and OCD. I came across the book to become a
genuine eye-opener, as I have a child who offers PDD and may experience a few of the same issues as the author. Erika
you rock!! Fascinating appear at Asperger's, from the within This is a quick read, and a fascinating book. Erika can make
you laugh, she'll make you cry, she'll shock. After reading the book,I recommended it to everyone I know and don't
know. It is a book you can't put down once you begin. When's another book developing? An Alien Trip with Priceless
Insight! Any chance anybody reaches read the reserve and/or discover them speak, you won't regret it. Erika has done
an excellent job giving her lifestyle experiences that have helped me understand my son a little bit better.
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